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ABSTRACT

Creating multilingual LLMs poses a significant challenge. Pretraining or fine-
tuning LLMs to adopt new languages is evidently very costly. Furthermore, there
exist limitations concerning benchmark datasets and the metrics used to measure
model performance in multilingual settings. This paper proposes cost-effective
solutions to both aforementioned challenges. Firstly, we introduce the Multilin-
gual Instruction-Tuning Dataset (MITS), comprised of Alpaca-52K, Dolly-15K,
and Vicuna Benchmark translations into 132 languages. Secondly, we propose a
new method called TaCo: Translation-Assisted Cross-Linguality, which utilizes
translations in a chain-of-thought process to instruction-tune LLMs on new lan-
guages through a curriculum-learning process. As a proof of concept, we ex-
perimented with the instruction-tuned Guanaco-33B model, performing further
instruction tuning using our proposed TaCo method in three low-resource lan-
guages and one high-resource language. Our results indicate that the TaCo method
impresses GPT-4 with an 82% score for a low-resource language in the Vicuna
Benchmark dataset, doubling the performance in contrast to instruction tuning
alone. Furthermore, TaCo shows promise in creating multilingual LLMs, even for
low-resource languages. We have released our datasets and model adapters1, en-
couraging the research community to utilize these resources to advance work on
multilingual LLMs.

1 INTRODUCTION

Languages are not mere tools for communication; they are rich repositories of cultural heritage,
historical archives, and mediums for preserving traditions, reflecting the unique cognitive abilities
of human beings. Languages encapsulate ancestral knowledge, traditions, and unique worldviews,
offering insights into day-to-day lives and socio-cultural diversities. The alarming rate at which
languages are disappearing, with rare languages fading into oblivion approximately every week,
signals a global crisis (UNESCO (IESALC), 2022). In this context, Large Language Models (LLMs)
have emerged as a promising strategy for the preservation of these linguistic treasures. As the size
of LLMs increases, they have shown to improve in downstream tasks not only in English but also in
non-English languages (Goyal et al., 2021; OpenAI, 2023; Conneau & Lample, 2019) . OpenAI’s
GPT-4, for instance, performs across 26 languages, achieving state-of-the-art scores in the Multitask
Multilingual Language Understanding (MMLU) dataset (Hendrycks et al., 2020).

LLMs can play a pivotal role in analyzing and revitalizing low-resource and endangered languages
by teaching them vocabulary, grammar, and making use of available texts and resources. These
models can facilitate the generation of additional language resources, enhance linguistic research,
and create interactive applications to attract more users, thereby providing a technological buffer

1https://github.com/UNHSAILLab/TaCo
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against language extinction. However, the availability of sufficient resources to train LLMs in non-
English languages, especially those that are low-resource, remains a significant challenge.

The scarcity of rich datasets for training LLMs in non-English languages is a critical barrier. Pro-
prietary models such as PaLM (Anil et al., 2023) and GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023), despite their capa-
bilities in understanding and performing downstream tasks in non-English languages, are hindered
by their closed model architecture and the inaccessibility of their post-processed datasets to the re-
search community. This limitation restricts academic and independent researchers from building
upon or tailoring these models for specific uses. Moreover, these proprietary models cover only a
limited number of non-English languages. For instance, GPT-4’s performance on languages beyond
the 26 evaluated in the MMLU dataset remains unspecified, and our preliminary experiments have
shown that models like GPT 3.5 often produce responses that mix similar languages, such as San-
skrit and Hindi. Similarly, models based on the newest technologies, such as Google’s Bard, reveal
their training limitations when tested with low-resource languages. To counteract these challenges,
the open-source community has made significant strides by releasing LLMs with accessible model
weights. Models such as BLOOM (Scao et al., 2022), POLYLM (Wei et al., 2023), and Glot-500
(ImaniGooghari et al., 2023) are pushing the boundaries towards truly multilingual LLMs by includ-
ing non-English languages in their training datasets and employing techniques such as instruction
tuning to enhance their versatility (Peng et al., 2023).

However, achieving multilingualism in LLMs is fraught with challenges, not the least of which
is the substantial resource requirement for pretraining. Moreover, as the number of languages in a
model’s repertoire increases, a phenomenon known as the curse of multilinguality becomes apparent,
indicating a decrease in performance for low-resource languages (Conneau et al., 2019). Aligning
languages with diverse syntactic structures further complicates the matter (Dufter & Schütze, 2020).

In addressing these challenges, we introduce a novel methodology named TaCo, leveraging the trans-
lation in the chain-of-thought process to foster a more inclusive multilingual model. Using estab-
lished LLMs’ properties—namely, emergent capabilities with increased size (Wei et al., 2022a) and
the elicitation of reasoning behaviors through chain-of-thought prompting (Wei et al., 2022b)—TaCo
employs a curriculum learning strategy (Bengio et al., 2009). It utilizes a fine-tuned Guanaco-33B
model (Dettmers et al., 2023) on the OASST1 dataset (Köpf et al., 2023) in conjunction with in-
struction tuning via Low-Rank Adaptation (LoRA)(Hu et al., 2021) for efficient fine-tuning. Dis-
tinct from other methodologies that apply LoRA adapters for multilingualism or perform instruction
tuning on base models (Li et al., 2023; tloen, 2023), we leverage the curriculum learning with ad-
vanced capabilities of the fine-tuned Guanaco-33B model. This approach streamlines the process
of teaching the model to translate and generate responses in respective languages, minimizing the
need for intensive model training from scratch and thereby saving on overall training costs. Through
these efforts, we aim to contribute to preserving the linguistic diversity that enriches the fabric of
human culture and cognition.

We present our overall contribution as follows:

1. We present the Multilingual Instruction-Tuning Dataset (MITDS), which consists of the
translated Alpaca-52K (Peng et al., 2023) and Dolly-15K (Conover et al., 2023). These
datasets, translated using Google Cloud Translation, cover 132 languages.

2. We propose a new method called TaCo for instruction-tuning LLMs to learn new languages.
3. We also present the Multilingual Vicuna Benchmark, which is a dataset comprised of trans-

lation of the Vicuna Benchmark (Chiang et al., 2023) in 132 languages and made them
publicly available.

4. We evaluate four TaCo models on the Vicuna Benchmark, for 3 low-resource languages
(Nepali, Sanskrit, and Maithili), as well as a high-resource language: Persian.

5. We release the adapters for the aforementioned four language models for public use.

2 RELATED WORK

Training LLMs for multilingual purposes involves two major approaches: pretraining on multilin-
gual data and fine-tuning in a new language. Kenton & Toutanova (2019) introduced the concept
of a multilingual-BERT pretrained model , which laid the foundation for subsequent advancements.
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Conneau et al. (2019) discussed the trade-offs involved in adding languages to improve performance
on low-resource languages, called curse of multilinguality . They noted that past a certain point, per-
formance begins to decline. Their work with the XLM-R model involved training on extensive data
to bolster cross-lingual representation. Improving upon these efforts, Chi et al. (2022) introduced
discriminative pretraining tasks in the creation of XLM-E, which enhances cross-lingual transfer-
ability while reducing computational cost. Dufter & Schütze (2020)’s approach utilized smaller
BERT models, incorporating synthetic data alongside natural data, and adjusted the masking strat-
egy to create efficient multilingual BERT models .

Considering the impact of model size, Goyal et al. trained XLM-RXL and XLM-RXXL models,
demonstrating improved cross-lingual understanding in larger models Goyal et al. (2021). Their
findings highlight the capabilities of large-scale models in zero-shot learning and underscore the
enhanced performance achievable through fine-tuning. Scao et al. (2022) introduced BLOOM, a
large 176B-parameter open-source model, trained on a diverse corpus to support multiple languages
and tasks, showing remarkable task generalization. Following this, Muennighoff et al. (2022) fur-
thered this initiative by fine-tuning BLOOM and mT5 models on multitask prompts, resulting in
the BLOOMZ and mT0 variants that demonstrated improved performance across languages and
tasks. Li et al. (2023) embarked on training Bactrian-X models using the LoRA approach, aiming at
bridging language representation in a vast array of languages. Similarly, Wei et al. (2023) released
POLYLM, a model trained on a large multilingual dataset, employing a curriculum strategy to fos-
ter both commonsense generalization and multilingualism. ImaniGooghari et al. (2023) targeted
predominantly low-resource languages with the Glot500-m model, creating a tailored pretraining
environment to evaluate multilingual models’ performance effectively . Lastly, Kudugunta et al.
(2023) explored the creation of a vast multilingual machine translation dataset, underpinning train-
ing models with up to 10.7B parameters, focusing on minimizing errors through a mix of original
and back-translated data.

3 EXPERIMENT

Dataset: We initially translated two datasets, Alpaca-52K-GPT4 and Dolly-15K, into 132 languages
using the Google Cloud Translation service. Due to computational resource constraints, we fo-
cused our experiment on three low-resource languages—Sanskrit, Nepali, and Maithili—and one
high-resource language, Persian. Aware of the risk of translationese, a common issue in machine
translations where the output deviates from native linguistic norms through literal translations, for-
eign syntax, and odd phrases (Borah; Koppel & Ordan, 2011), we conducted a manual evaluation
for translation quality. We selected a sample of 1000 sentences from each language and assessed
them using the BLEU score, calculated with ScarceBLEU (Post, 2018), ChrF (Popović, 2017), and
the Translation Error Rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006), by translating from English to the target
language and back (en-xx-xx-en).

In our multilingual fine-tuning process, we employed a chain-of-thought approach to transform the
translated instruction dataset. This method involves breaking down the complex problem of cross-
linguality into manageable reasoning steps, akin to a chain of thought. By combining the English
dataset with another language, we crafted question-answer pairs called as TaCo datasets. Here,
instructions are given in a non-English language, while outputs are provided in both English and the
original language. The process unfolds by first translating the instruction into English, formulating
the response in English, and then translating this back into the non-English language. We avoid
translating the input from the target language (xx) into English in our output. This method fosters
the model’s comprehension and utilization of the original language nuances. By combining the
Alpaca-52K and Dolly-15K datasets, we have curated a comprehensive collection of 67K question-
answer prompts. The example of a TaCo data point is given in Fig. 1 (Left).

Training: Our training follows a curriculum learning strategy where we train the pre-finetuned
model which has already produced state-of-the-art results in generating responses in English. Ac-
cordingly, we selected the Gaunaco-33B fine-tuned model and further instruction-tuned it with our
TaCo method. We transformed the dataset to align with our TaCo method as mentioned earlier. The
hyperparameters for the model’s training are as follows: a learning rate of 3e-4 and a cutoff length
set to 2000. Our training targeted four LoRA modules: q proj, k proj, v proj, and o proj, with the
LoRA parameters r, alpha, and dropout set at 32, 64, and 0.05, respectively.
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Evaluation: In our model evaluation we used Vicuna Benchmark Chiang et al. (2023), however,
the benchmark is available only in English. We translated the benchmark dataset into 132 languages
using Google Cloud Translation and have made them publicly available. To evaluate our TaCo
models, we followed the single answer evaluation method in which we asked the GPT-4 model to
judge the answers generated by our models. We generated answers for the questions in the following
four languages: Nepali, Persian, Sanskrit, and Maithili. An example of the output generated from
the model is depicted in the Fig. 1 (Right).

System Prompt: 

Translate the following instructions from Nepali to English, formulate a response in English, and then translate that response
back into Nepali. 

Instruction: 
५ वष�को ब�ालाई मु�ा���तको अवधारणा �ा�ा गनु�होस्। 

Instruction in English: Explain the concept of inflation to a 5-year-old child.

Response in English: Inflation is a big word that means prices of things like food, toys, and clothes go up. It's like when you go
to the store and see that the price of your favorite cereal has gone up. That's inflation. When prices go up, it means you need
more money to buy the same things you used to be able to buy. So, it's important to save your money and not spend it all at
once.   

Response in Nepali:  मु�ा���त एउटा ठ�लो श� हो जसको अथ� खाना, खेलौना र लुगा ज�ा चीजह�को मू� बढ्छ। यो ज�ै हो जब तपा� पसलमा
जानु�� र तपा�को मनपन� अनाजको मू� बढ�को द��ु��। �ो मु�ा���त हो। जब मू�ह� बढ्छन,् यसको मतलब तपा�ले प�हले �क� स� ेसमान चीजह�
�क�को ला�ग तपा�लाई थप पैसा चा�ह�। �सोभए, आ�ो पैसा बचत गनु� र यसलाई एकैचो�ट खच� नगनु� मह�पूण� छ।

Input to Model

Output from Model

{ 

'instruction': ' �कन क�हलेकाह� कागतीलाई अ�ालाइन मा�न�?',

'output': 
 'Instruction in English:  Why are lemons sometimes considered Alkaline?. 
            
 Response in English: Lemons are acidic, having a pH of around two.  However, alkaline
byproducts are created when lemon juice is digested.  These alkaline byproducts make the
blood and urine more alkaline..     

  Response in Nepali:  कागती अ�ीय ��, जसको pH लगभग �ुई ��। य��प, न�बूको रस पचाउँदा �ारीय
उप-उ�ादनह� �सज�ना ��न्। यी �ारीय उपउ�ादनह�ल ेरगत र �पसाबलाई अझ �ारीय बनाउँछ।'

}

Figure 1: Left: An example of a data point in the TaCo Dataset. Right: Instruction and the response
generated using TaCo method.

As we can see, the input to the model is in the native language, with the system prompt provided in
English. This is because the underlying model being used was fine-tuned in the English language
and is therefore capable of understanding the system prompt and acting accordingly. In the model’s
response, we can observe that the instruction in Nepali is initially translated to English, and then
a response is generated in English followed by a response in Nepali. One of the main challenges
faced in this approach is the token limit while generating responses. Open-ended question responses
are generally longer, and when implemented using the TaCo method, need to be first generated in
English and then translated into the respective language, often exceeding the maximum token limit
in the LLaMA model.

This typically results in longer English response generation and incomplete response generation
in the native language due to model token limitations. We resolved this by appending a simple
instruction to the prompt, specifying that the model response should not exceed six sentences. After
exhaustive trials, we found that six sentences is the sweet spot. Moreover, we also modified the
system prompt in the evaluation benchmark by adding an extra line: ’Do not allow the length of the
responses to influence your evaluation’, which will make the GPT-4 not judge based on the length
of the answer.

4 RESULTS

Our Vicuna Benchmark results are summarized in Table 1, detailing performance by category and
language. The average scores were 88% for Nepali, 80% for Sanskrit, 82% for Maithili, and 84%
for Persian across nine categories. Except for math, where the Sanskrit model scored the low-
est, all TaCo models achieved scores above 70%. We excluded coding from the evaluation since
programming languages are usually in English, allowing for a more accurate assessment of model
performance.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the TaCo method, we conducted a comparative analysis by
instruction-tuning the Guanaco-33B model on two languages of varying resource availabil-
ity—Nepali, a low-resource language, and Persian, a high-resource language. The instruction-tuning
was performed utilizing translations of the Alpaca-52K and Dolly-15K datasets into the respective
languages, maintaining consistency in hyperparameters across both models. The results, as illus-
trated in Table 1, demonstrate that our TaCo method markedly surpasses traditional approaches,
nearly doubling the average performance score.
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Table 1: Comparison of scores (in %) of TaCo models vs. Instruction-Tuned (IT) models.

Category Nepali Sanskrit Persian Maithili Nepali-IT Persian-IT

Common Sense 85.5 83.0 86.0 78.0 40.0 63.0
Counterfactual 89.0 83.0 84.6 83.0 18.0 46.0
Fermi 77.0 77.0 82.0 75.0 31.0 30.0
Generic 90.0 91.3 90.0 93.0 63.0 44.0
Knowledge 95.5 94.2 92.5 88.0 47.0 52.5
Math 96.7 33.3 63.3 70.0 43.3 56.7
Roleplay 83.5 89.0 86.0 78.0 36.0 38.5
Writing 88.0 89.5 86.5 93.0 36.0 41.0
Overall Average 88.1 80.0 83.9 82.2 39.3 46.5

5 DISCUSSION

The LLMs performance increases with their sizes and is capable of solving the multilingual grade
school math problems using chain-of-thought process, which can also be applied to other common-
sense problems (Shi et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022b). Similarly, we initially experimented with
few-shot chain-of-thought examples in our base Guanaco-33B model, but the model was unable to
generate non-English response. One of the probable reason could be the lack of exposure to the lan-
guage during pretraining and finetuning. Nonetheless, further LoRA instruction tuning revealed the
model’s capability to generate responses in that particular language. But instruction-tuned model,
capable of generating responses in non-English languages, encountered several issues such as bro-
ken grammar, lack of information (like facts, history, and significant events), hallucinations, and
repetitive sentences during generation. However, most of these issues were resolved when we im-
plemented our proposed TaCo method. This improvement is evident in our average results, which
display an accuracy of 80% or above for each language and an average accuracy of 80% in the
common sense category across all four languages.

The curriculum learning strategy emphasizes starting with basic principles and advancing to more
complex topics. We adopt this approach in teaching models to respond in English before tackling
low-resource languages, using the state-of-the-art Guanaco-33B model. This mirrors human second-
language learning—initially analyzing and responding in one’s native language before switching to
English. Our TaCo method reflects this by first translating to English, generating the response,
and then translating back to the non-English language, adhering to a chain-of-thought process that
simplifies complex problems through sequential tasks, with translation at both the beginning and
end. This approach capitalizes on the pre-training knowledge of the English language to generate
responses in other languages, utilizing its understanding to provide more accurate and factual in-
formation while minimizing errors. Consequently, it achieves an average accuracy of 92% in the
knowledge category across four languages.

Despite its proficiency in handling non-English questions with an impressive 83% success rate by
GPT-4 standards, the model faces significant limitations. One major issue is the token limit, as
responses in both languages often exceed the allowed number of tokens, restricting the length of the
responses. Furthermore, the model’s creativity in the native language diminishes, limiting its ability
to craft poetry or rhymes in the target language, as it operates primarily from an English perspective.
Another challenge is the increased token count and time required for generating responses in non-
English languages, which we observed to be particularly true for the four languages we tested. This
not only increases costs but also the time needed for response generation.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we introduced TaCo, a novel approach for crafting multilingual models through trans-
lation in the chain-of-thought process, impressively impacting GPT-4 with an 82% accuracy on the
Vicuna Benchmark dataset. TaCo effectively generates multilingual models at a reasonable cost,
with model weights and datasets now publicly available. Despite its advancements, the study recog-
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nizes limitations, including a lack of robustness, absence of toxicity tests, and challenges posed by
token limits. The large size of our released models indicates that future efforts will aim for efficiency
in smaller models. In conclusion, the emergent behavior of LLMs, amplified by translation in the
chain-of-thought process, can enable multilingualism within these models.
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Table 2: Translation Evaluation Metrics for Low Resources Languages

Language BLEU CHRF++ TER

Sanskrit 65.23 84.62 19.43
Nepali 69.68 87.37 15.02
Persian 62.42 80.72 20.61
Maithili 63.65 84.88 19.58

A APPENDIX

A.1 TRANSLATION EVALUATION METRICS

We present the translation evaluation metric scores for three low-resource languages—Sanskrit,
Nepali, and Maithili—alongside Persian, a high-resource language, in Table 2.

A.2 EVALUATION LOSS FOR TACO MODELS

In Fig. 2, we plot the evaluation loss for four models. As can be seen, there is a steady decline in
the loss throughout the steps in all four models.
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Figure 2: Evaluation Loss over steps for four different TaCo models.

A.3 COMPARISON OF TACO MODELS VS INSTRUCTION-TUNED MODEL

In Fig.3, we plot the scores of categories from each model. We observe that the instruction-tuned-
only models perform inferiorly compared to the TaCo Models. In Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6,
we illustrate responses from the instruction-tuned model in Nepali alongside those from the TaCo
Nepali model. We also provide a Google translation in English for each response. We appended
the instruction ’Your response must be less than 6 sentences’ to ensure that the model’s response
does not exceed the token limit. In the responses from the instruction-tuned-only model, it can be
observed that the model begins to provide an answer but starts repeating the same answer after a few
sentences. In contrast, the responses from the TaCo models are concise and to the point.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Vicuna Benchmark scores by categories for different TaCo models and the
Instruction Tuned (IT) model.

Response: 
Instruction in English:  How can I improve my time management
skills? Your response must be less than 6 sentences..
                        Response in English: Here are some tips to help you
improve your time management skills:
1. Prioritize your tasks: Make a list of everything you need to do and
rank them in order of importance.
2. Set realistic goals: Break down large tasks into smaller, more
manageable chunks.
3. Eliminate distractions: Turn off your phone, close unnecessary
tabs, and find a quiet place to work.
4. Use a planner or calendar: Keep track of your appointments,
deadlines, and to-dos.
5. Take regular breaks: Take short breaks throughout the day to
recharge and refresh your mind..

                        Response in Nepali: यहाँ तपा�को समय �व�ापन कौशल
सुधार गन� म�त गन� केही सुझावह� छन्: 1. आ�ो काय�ह�लाई �ाथ�मकता �दनुहोस्:
तपा�ले गन� आव�क पन� सबै कुराको सूची बनाउनुहोस् र �तनीह�लाई मह�को
�ममा �मब� गनु�होस्। 2. यथाथ�परक ल�ह� सेट गनु�होस्: ठ�ला काय�ह�लाई
साना, थप �व��त ट��ाह�मा �वभाजन गनु�होस्। 3. �वच�लतह� हटाउनुहोस्: आ�ो
फोन ब� गनु�होस्, अनाव�क �ाबह� ब� गनु�होस्, र काम गन� शा� ठाउँ
खो�ुहोस्। 4. योजनाकार वा पा�ो �योग गनु�होस्: आ�ो भेटघाट, समयसीमा, र
काय�ह�को �याक रा�ुहोस्। 5. �नय�मत �ेक �लनुहोस्: आ�ो �दमागलाई �रचाज�
गन� र ताजा गन� �दनभ�र छोटो �ेक �लनुहोस्।

Response:  
तपा�ले आ�ो समय �व�ापन कौशल सुधार गन� स� ेथु�ै त�रकाह� छन्: 1.
�� ल�ह� सेट गनु�होस्: तपा�ले आ�ो समय कसरी �व�ापन गन� भ�े बार �
�� र सं��� ल�ह� सेट गर �र सु� गनु�होस्। यसले तपा�लाई आ�ो समय कसरी
�व�ापन गन� भ�े कुरामा �ान के��त गन� म�त गद�छ। 2. �ाथ�मकता सेट गनु�होस्:
तपा�ले आ�ो समय �व�ापन गन� सबैभ�ा मह�पूण� कुराह� प�हचान गनु�होस् र
�तनीह�लाई �ाथ�मकता �दनुहोस्। यसले तपा�लाई आ�ो समय कसरी �व�ापन
गन� भ�े कुरामा �ान के��त गन� म�त गद�छ। 3. �ाकृ�तक �ेकह� �लनुहोस्:
�ाकृ�तक �ेकह� �लनु भनेको तपा�लाई आ�ो समय �व�ापन गन� ���यालाई
अझ �भावकारी बनाउन म�त गन� स�। यसले तपा�लाई आ�ो समय �व�ापन
गन� ���यालाई अझ रमाइलो बनाउन म�त गद�छ, जसले तपा�लाई आ�ो ल�ह�
�ा� गन� उ�े�रत गन� स�। 4. समय �ाक गनु�होस्: समय �ाक गदा�, तपा�ले
आ�ो समय कसरी �व�ापन गन� भ�े कुरामा �ान के��त गन� म�त गन� स�।
यसले तपा�लाई आ�ो समय �व�ापन गन� ���यालाई अझ �भावकारी बनाउन
म�त गद�छ, जसले तपा�लाई आ�ो ल�ह� �ा� गन� उ�े�रत गन� स�। 5.
तपा�को समय �व�ापन ��व�ध अ��माइज गनु�होस्: तपा�को समय �व�ापन
��व�ध अ��माइज गन� स�े थु�ै त�रकाह� छन्। यसल ेतपा�लाई आ�ो समय
�व�ापन गन� ���यालाई अझ �भावकारी बनाउन म�त गद�छ, जसले तपा�लाई
आ�ो ल�ह� �ा� गन� उ�े�रत गन� स�। तपा�को समय �व�ापन कौशल
सुधार गन� सबैभ�ा मह�पूण� कुराह� म�े एक भनेको तपा�लाई आ�ो समय
�व�ापन गन� ���यालाई अझ �भावकारी बनाउनको ला�ग तपा�को समय
�व�ापन ��व�ध अ��माइज गनु� हो। यसले तपा�लाई आ�ो समय �व�ापन गन�
���यालाई अझ �भावकारी बनाउन म�त गद�छ, जसले तपा�लाई आ�ो ल�ह�
�ा� गन� उ�े�रत गन� स�। तपा�को समय �व�ापन ��व�ध अ��मा

Instruction: म कसरी मेरो समय �व�ापन कौशल सुधार गन� स�ु?

Instruction-tuned in Nepali Language Finetuned using TaCo Method in Nepali Language

Google Translation in English

Instruction:  How can I improve my time management skills?

🌮

Response : 
There are several ways you can improve your time management
skills: 1. Set clear goals: Start by setting clear and concise goals
about how you will manage your time. It helps you focus on how to
manage your time. 2. Set priorities: Identify the most important
things you manage your time with and prioritize them. It helps you
focus on how to manage your time. 3. Take Natural Breaks: Taking
natural breaks can help you manage your time more effectively. It
helps you make the process of managing your time more enjoyable,
which can motivate you to achieve your goals. 4. Track Time:
Tracking time can help you focus on how to manage your time. It
helps you manage your time more effectively, which can motivate
you to achieve your goals. 5. Optimize your time management
technique: There are many ways you can optimize your time
management technique. It helps you manage your time more
effectively, which can motivate you to achieve your goals. One of
the most important things to improve your time management skills is
to optimize your time management techniques to make your time
management process more efficient. It helps you manage your time
more effectively, which can motivate you to achieve your goals.
Optimizing Your Time Management Techniques

Instruction-tuned in Nepali Language

Response: 
 Here are some tips to help improve your time management skills:
1. Prioritize your tasks: Make a list of everything you need to do and
rank them in order of importance. 2. Set realistic goals: Break large
tasks into smaller, more manageable chunks. 3. Eliminate
distractions: Turn off your phone, close unnecessary tabs, and find
a quiet place to work. 4. Use a planner or calendar: Keep track of
your appointments, deadlines, and tasks. 5. Take regular breaks:
Take short breaks throughout the day to recharge and refresh your
mind.

Finetuned using TaCo Method in Nepali Language 🌮

Figure 4: Example response from models on ’How can I improve my time management skills?’
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Response:

Instruction in English:  Can you explain the basics of quantum
computing? Your response must be less than 6 sentences..
                        Response in English: Quantum computing is a type
of computing that uses quantum mechanics to process information.
Unlike classical computing, which uses binary bits (0s and 1s) to
store and process information, quantum computing uses quantum
bits, or qubits, which can exist in multiple states at the same time.
This allows quantum computers to perform multiple calculations
simultaneously, making them much faster than classical computers.
However, quantum computers are still in their early stages of
development and are not yet widely available.. 
                        Response in Nepali: �ा�म क��ु�टङ एक �कारको
क��ु�टङ हो जसल े�ा�म मेका�न�लाई जानकारी �शोधन गन� �योग गद�छ।
�ा�सकल क��ु�टङको �वपरीत, जसल ेजानकारी भ�ारण गन� र �शोधन गन�
बाइनरी �बटह� (0s र 1s) �योग गद�छ, �ा�म क��ु�टङले �ा�म �बटह�, वा
��टह� �योग गद�छ, जुन एकै समयमा धेर � रा�ह�मा अव��त �न स�। यसले
�ा�म क��ुटरह�लाई एकै साथ धेर � गणनाह� गन� अनुम�त �द�, �तनीह�लाई
शा�ीय क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो बनाउँछ। य��प, �ा�म क��ुटरह� अझै प�न
�वकासको �ार��क चरणह�मा छन् र अझै प�न �ापक �पमा उपल� छ�नन्।

Response:  
�ा�म क��ु�टङ एक �कारको क��ु�टङ हो जसले �ा�म मेका�न�का
�स�ा�ह� �योग गर �र क��ुट�शनल �शोधन गद�छ। यसले �ा�म मेका�न�का
�स�ा�ह� �योग गर �र क��ुट�शनल �शोधन गन� नयाँ त�रका �दान गद�छ, जसले
�ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र अ�धक श��शाली काय�ह� गन� स�।
�ा�म क��ुटरह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र अ�धक श��शाली
काय�ह� गन� स�न् �कनभने �तनीह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � जानकारी
�शोधन गन� स�न्। �ा�म क��ुटरह�ले �ा�सकल क�� ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र
अ�धक श��शाली काय�ह� गन� स�न् �कनभने �तनीह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह�
भ�ा धेर � जानकारी �शोधन गन� स�न्। �ा�म क��ुटरह�ले �ा�सकल
क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र अ�धक श��शाली काय�ह� गन� स�न् �कनभने
�तनीह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � जानकारी �शोधन गन� स�न्। �ा�म
क��ुटरह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र अ�धक श��शाली काय�ह�
गन� स�न् �कनभने �तनीह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � जानकारी �शोधन
गन� स�न्। �ा�म क��ुटरह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र अ�धक
श��शाली काय�ह� गन� स�न् �कनभने �तनीह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर �
जानकारी �शोधन गन� स�न्। �ा�म क��ुटरह�ल े�ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा
धेर � �छटो र अ�धक श��शाली काय�ह� गन� स�न् �कनभने �तनीह�ले �ा�सकल
क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � जानकारी �शोधन गन� स�न्। �ा�म क��ुटरह�ले
�ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र अ�धक श��शाली काय�ह� गन� स�न्
�कनभने �तनीह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � जानकारी �शोधन गन� स�न्।
�ा�म क��ुटरह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र अ�धक श��शाली
काय�ह� गन� स�न् �कनभने �तनीह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � जानकारी
�शोधन गन� स�न्। �ा�म क��ुटरह�ले �ा�सकल क�� ुटरह� भ�ा धेर � �छटो र
अ�धक श��शाली काय�ह� गन� स�न् �कनभने �तनीह�ले �ा�सकल क��ुटरह�
भ�ा धेर � जानकारी �शोधन गन� स�न्। �ा�म

Instruction: के तपाइँ �ा�म क��ु�टङ को आधारभूत �ा�ा गन� स�ु��?

Instruction-tuned in Nepali Language Finetuned using TaCo Method in Nepali Language

Google Translation in English

instruction: Can you explain the basics of quantum computing?  

🌮

Response : 
Quantum computing is a type of computing that performs computational
processing using the principles of quantum mechanics. It provides a new
way of doing computational processing using the principles of quantum
mechanics, which can perform tasks much faster and more powerful than
classical computers. Quantum computers can perform much faster and
more powerful tasks than classical computers because they can process
more information than classical computers. Quantum computers can
perform much faster and more powerful tasks than classical computers
because they can process more information than classical computers.
Quantum computers can perform much faster and more powerful tasks
than classical computers because they can process more information than
classical computers. Quantum computers can perform much faster and
more powerful tasks than classical computers because they can process
more information than classical computers. Quantum computers can
perform much faster and more powerful tasks than classical computers
because they can process more information than classical computers.
Quantum computers can perform much faster and more powerful tasks
than classical computers because they can process more information than
classical computers. Quantum computers can perform much faster and
more powerful tasks than classical computers because they can process
more information than classical computers. Quantum computers can
perform much faster and more powerful tasks than classical computers
because they can process more information than classical computers.
Quantum computers can perform much faster and more powerful tasks
than classical computers because they can process more information than
classical computers. quantum

Instruction-tuned in Nepali Language

Response: 
Quantum computing is a type of computing that uses quantum
mechanics to process information. Unlike classical computing,
which uses binary bits (0s and 1s) to store and process information,
quantum computing uses quantum bits, or qubits, which can exist in
multiple states at the same time. This allows quantum computers to
perform many calculations simultaneously, making them much
faster than classical computers. However, quantum computers are
still in the early stages of development and are not yet widely
available.

Finetuned using TaCo Method in Nepali Language 🌮

Figure 5: Example responses from models to the question ’Can you explain the basics of quantum
computing?’
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Response: 
Instruction in English:  How can you determine if a person is genuinely
excited or being polite during a conversation? Your response must be less
than 6 sentences..
                        Response in English: There are several ways to determine
if a person is genuinely excited or being polite during a conversation. One
way is to pay attention to their body language, such as their facial
expressions, hand gestures, and posture. For example, a person who is
genuinely excited may have a smile on their face, their eyes may be wide
open, and their body may be leaning forward. On the other hand, a person
who is being polite may have a smile on their face, but it may not be as
genuine as someone who is truly excited. Another way is to pay attention
to their tone of voice. A person who is genuinely excited may have a
higher pitch and more energy in their voice, while a person who is being
polite may have a lower pitch and a more controlled tone. Ultimately, the
best way to determine if a person is genuinely excited or being polite
during a conversation is to look for a combination of these nonverbal
cues.. 
                        Response in Nepali: �हाँ धेर � त�रकाह� छन् �क एक ��� साँ�ै
उ�ा�हत छ वा वाता�लापको �ममा �वन� छ �क भनेर �नधा�रण गन�। एउटा त�रका भनेको
�तनीह�को शरीरको भाषामा �ान �दन ुहो, ज�ै �तनीह�को अनुहारको अ�भ���, हातको
इशारा, र मु�ा। उदाहरणका ला�ग, साँ�ै उ�ा�हत भएको ���को अनुहारमा मु�ान �न
स�, �तनीह�को आँखा खुला �न स�, र �तनीह�को शरीर अगा�ड �ुकेको �न स�।
अक�तफ� , �वन� भएको ���को अनुहारमा मु�ान �न स�, तर यो साँ�ै उ�ा�हत भएको
���को तुलनामा साँ�ै �न स�ैन। अक� त�रका भनेको उनीह�को आवाजको �रमा �ान
�दनु हो। साँ�ै उ�ा�हत भएको ���को आवाजमा उ� �पच र अ�धक ऊजा� �न स�,
जब�क �वन� भएको ���को आवाजमा कम �पच र अ�धक �नय��त �र �न स�।
अ�तः, ��� साँ�ै उ�ा�हत छ वा वाता�लापको �ममा �वन� छ �क भनेर �नधा�रण गन� उ�म
त�रका यी गैर-मौ�खक संकेतह�को संयोजन खो�ु हो।

Response:  
एक ���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� धेर �
कारकह� �वचार गन� स�क�। यहाँ के�ह त�रकाह� छन् जुन मैले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै
चासो रा�े वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� �योग गन� स�ु: 1. भाषा �योग: एक
���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा
त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक ���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ
वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक
���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा
त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक ���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ
वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक
���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा
त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक ���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ
वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक
���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा
त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक ���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ
वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक
���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा
त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक ���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ
वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक
���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा
त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक ���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ
वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा त�रका भनेको उनीह�को भाषा �योग हो। एक
���ले वाता�लापमा साँ�ै चासो रा�छ वा �वन� भएको भनेर �नधा�रण गन� एउटा
त�रका भनेको उनीहर 

Instruction: कुराकानीको �ममा एक ��� साँ�ै उ�ा�हत वा �वन� छ �क छ�न भनेर तपा� कसरी �नधा�रण गन� स�ु��?

Instruction-tuned in Nepali Language Finetuned using TaCo Method in Nepali Language

Google Translation in English

Instruction: How can you determine if a person is really excited or polite during a conversation?

🌮

Response : 
Several factors can be considered to determine whether a person is
genuinely interested in a conversation or being polite. Here are
some methods I can use to determine if a person is genuinely
interested in a conversation or being polite: 1. Language Use: One
way to determine if a person is genuinely interested in a
conversation or being polite is their language use. One way to
determine if a person is genuinely interested in a conversation or
being polite is their language use. One way to determine if a person
is genuinely interested in a conversation or being polite is their
language use. One way to determine if a person is genuinely
interested in a conversation or being polite is their language use.
One way to determine if a person is genuinely interested in a
conversation or being polite is their language use. One way to
determine if a person is genuinely interested in a conversation or
being polite is their language use. One way to determine if a person
is genuinely interested in a conversation or being polite is their
language use. One way to determine if a person is genuinely
interested in a conversation or being polite is their language use.
One way to determine if a person is genuinely interested in a
conversation or being polite is their language use. One way to
determine if a person is genuinely interested in a conversation or
being polite is their language use. One way to determine if a person
is genuinely interested in a conversation or being polite is their
language use. One way to determine if a person is genuinely
interested in a conversation or being polite is their language use.
One way to determine if a person is genuinely interested in a
conversation or just being polite is their tone 

Instruction-tuned in Nepali Language

Response: 
There are many ways to determine whether a person is genuinely
excited or polite during a conversation. One way is to pay attention
to their body language, such as their facial expressions, hand
gestures, and posture. For example, a person who is truly excited
may have a smile on their face, their eyes may be open, and their
body may be leaning forward. On the other hand, a person who is
polite may have a smile on their face, but it may not be as real as
someone who is really excited. Another way is to pay attention to
the tone of their voice. A truly excited person's voice may have a
higher pitch and more energy, while a humble person's voice may
have a lower pitch and more controlled tone. Ultimately, the best
way to determine whether a person is genuinely excited or polite
during a conversation is to look for a combination of these non-
verbal cues.

Finetuned using TaCo Method in Nepali Language 🌮

Figure 6: Example responses from models to the question ’How can you determine if a person is
really excited or polite during a conversation?’
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